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_.HUMAN PERCEPrION OF THE EA.llTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 

This paper' will present a review of research on the ability 
of human•s to perceive the natural electromagnetim fields of the 
earth as well as new data gathered from interviews with sensitive 
persons. The review will also include relevant references to studies 
of the ability of ~imals and plant to orient to the earth~s field. 

The study of human perception of electromagnetic fields includes 
a history of both sensationalism and valid research. Some of the most 
well-kno,m studies are of "Animal l'fagnetism" by !-Tesmer and then "Oa" 
or the "Odie Force" by the German Industrialist Baron Karl von Reich
enbach. While no doubt some of this work is more concern with notoriety 
than truth, it does appear that some people are able to perceive some 

(environmental conditions that are best explained as fields of electro
magnetism, such as weather frontso 

Eorc data are available to support the contention that some 
animals and plants appear to be able to orient according to an awareness 
of the earth's electromagnetic field. Pigeons with small magnets attached 
to the sides of their heads seem to lose their ability to navigate and 
return to place - "homing_ pigeons." Bees also appear to orient according 
to the earth's field. Additional information now seems to support the 
possibility of some a..~imals being able to sense chanees in the earth's 
electromagnetic field immediately prior to earthquakeso 

This writer has been studying human sensitivity for the last 
several years and. in both interviews with well-known sensitive persons 
and therapeutic case studies has found increasing data to support the 
claim that some people seem to be able to sense the earth's electro
magnetic fields. One person studied, Mrs. Frances Hixon, appenrs to 
have an exquisite sensitivity to polarity as well as periods of the 
moon and eV'en tides. Anothe.r person interviewed, Sun Bear,- an 
lunerican Indian med.icine man - reports being able to see fields in 
some places. Stud.ies by Dr. Valerie Hunt at U. C.L. A. support the 
possibility that some people can actuD-lly see fields which are invisible 
to most of us. 

Finally, a model of human perception of subtle fields, developed 
by Dr. William Tiller. at Stanf.ord University -will be presented. This 
model is based upon seeing the human nervous system as a sort of 
antenna which is used. to detect exterior changes in fields. 
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Since the invention of the compass it has been app2,,rent that 
the earth has a natural atmosphere or field which is invisible, at 
leevst to most, and which has a natural polarity. Some cul turcs 
have m2,de recognition of the earth I s field in ceremony and ritual, 
as for example the invocation of the .American Indian medicine man 
who says: "To the East where the sun comes from; to the South where 
the warmth lies; to the West where the sun sets; and to the North 
where the cold comes from;" before then conducting a healing :ritual. 
Other cultures such as the Druids of Europe considered that there 
were special places or "fana" which supposedly were sacred and 
receptacle of the earth spirit. The Chinese develop,ed a system of 
environmenta1 plr:mning called "Feng Shui" which relied heavily upon 
a sensing of earth fields as well as the use of a special compass 
to then plan the n2.ture of human activities. 

Today we lmow that in some places the natur2"l magnetic field 
of the earth is disturbed so that airplane instruments and thecompass 
cannot record true directions. One such place is along the southern 
Oregon coast from Cape Sebastion to Gold Beach where according to the 
F. A.A. t:here is a .6° ve,riation in the compass due to local fields. 
We c>,lso have data that support the idea that some animals and plants 
can· orient to the natural fields of the earth. The rosinweed or 
compass plant of the Great Plains (Silphium laciniatum) apparently 
grows so that its leaves orient according to the four directions of 
the compass. Studies of honeybees and homing pigeons indicate they 
navigate in part due to an ability to sense magnetic directions. Also 
it appears that some insects and snimals are gensitive to subtle 
changes in fields w:!1.ich preceed earthquakes. Is it possible then that 
some people can actually sense the earth's fields? And if this is so, 
then what can these people tell us about the relationship between 
n0Im1ally invisible and unfelt fields and health? Is this possibly a 
new direction in research on electromagnetism? It used to be a common 
practice that miners would take canaries dovm into coal mines with them 
to sense the presence of noxious gases. The rapid respiration of 
the tiny birds would ma.ke them more sensitive to such gases and their 
responses would then give the miners warning of any dangero A:re 
sensitive people "canries in the coal mine? 

German industrialist Baron Karl von Reichenbach conducted a 
series of studies with people he called "sensitives" during the 
mid-1800 1s. He found that many of them reported sensing and seeing 
a substance which. he could not account for by then lmown scierti.fic 
standards. He named this eubstance nod" or the "Odie Force." More 
recently Dr. Wilhelm Reich experimented with a life force energy 
called "Orgone." At the time, Reich was considered a quack. Research 
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today now increasingly shows that at least some of Reich's observations 
may have been correct. Studies of acupuncture and the acupuncture 
energy "Chi" now suggest that there may be another previously un}:nown 
circulatory system in the body which is relevant to health. 

Let us accept for a minute that some people may be able to 
sense and perhaps even see things that others cannoto We lalow that 
some people are better athletes or scholars than others. Is it not 
possible then that some people are more snnsitive than others to 
electromagnetic fields? Making this assuption this writer has been 
gathering data from sensitive people for the last several years. 
Much of the research has been like an anthropologist gatherinc field 
~ta from a ne1r culture and what I will be reporting ·will be the 
impressions that these people have about 1rhat is U.'!'lseen and unfelt 
to most of us. 

One person studied is Mrs. Frances Nixon, a well-known sensitive 
who lives on a tiny island off the coast of Vancouver Islc..nd.,B. c. J.;rs. 
Nixon has invented. a science of life energies which she c2alls "Vivay.is." 
In this work she has come into contact with many people w~o are 
quite sensitive and. suffer considerble for this trait, as they sense 
and. feel things which others do not. For example, Hrs. Nixon e.nd 
many others have quite reliably reported atomic atmospheric tests 
which were unnannounced, as well as m2.gnctic storms and a:pproaching 
weather frontso Over the years Mrs. Nixon has found that some 
people with ccrtai'n difficulties such D,s loss of memory, difficulty 
concentrating, ~nd progressive blindness can be treated vith methods 
she has dmreloped which teach a person to orient to the directions of 
the compass and their place of birth. Presently a group of scientists 
and mcd.ical doctors are studying her work anc. fina. that in many 1;.reas 
she may have hit upon some very critical information for certain 
health problemso She also is acutely aware of fields generated by 
certain tcc:hnolocical equip• c-nt and has worked with some rcsc2..rchers 
to rec.uce e:;':J)erimental bias due to fields created by their o,m 
instrunentation. 

Another person studied is an Americn.n Indie,n mcc.icine man 
named Sun Bear. Trained in the hcaline arts according to another 
culture, Sun Be~r reports seP-ing earth energy fields and u~es this 
ability to help people heal. Tr~ditionally Anerican Indians and 
other cultures have recocnized special places on the earth called 
"power pln.ces" a.'Yld. used these places for spiritual purposes and 
healing. Stuclies by Dr. Valerie Runt at U. C. L.A. ino.icc.te that 
some people like Sun Bear may be able to see "invisible" fields, 
as accurately as some instrumentation. 

In a clinical practice this writer has encountered numerous 
people who suffer considerable stress from being sensitive to envi
ronmental conditions. For some people, clothing, structral materials, 
and interior decorations can affect their health and well-being. 
In many cases simply accepting that this is possible becomes very 
therapeutic. In other cases sensitivity may be treated b;~r changing 
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interior decorations or lighting. John Ott reports the incidence 
of hyperactivity in school class rooms to decrease when regular 
fourescent lights and replced by full-spectrum ones. In this 
writer's experience, certain people appear to be better able to 
concentrate wearing certain clothing. It appears that no one 
is adversely affected by natural fibers such as cotton or wool 
(unless there is an allergy) while some people fitl,d synthetic 
fe.brics weeken them or make them feel "sp11cey." 

Dr. William Tiller, a phyGicist at StanfDrd University feels 
that at least some sensitive reactions can be explained if we 
see the human nervous system as if it were an antenna, which connects 
1-:-i th the outside world with the acupuncture circuitry. It me.y be 
that scnstive people have an ability that other do not have or that 
they simply are more a,·rare of this condition than others. C.G. June 
proposed that the human psyche had four functions - thinking, feeling, 
intuition, and sensate-practical. Our culture and educational systems 
almost totrtlly train the thinking aspects of the mind. Perhaps as 
compensation, most psychotherapies deal ·with the others aspectso We 
are quite aware of some of capabilities of of the well-trained 
thining, rational mind. What might be comparable training in other 
aspects of being such as feeling, intuition, or sensation? Perhaps 
this is why other cultures which have less emphasis upon intellectuc.l 
development report realities different than we experh;nee.. A:re 
0ensitive people "canaries in the coal mine"? Research on this topic 
will ul ti• ately tell us whether t::.is is so or noto 


